
Your child can create the Episode Models, i.e. draw a visual-spatial arrangement of substitute 
shapes to represent the essential elements of each episode of the story.
Your child can match individual Episode Pictures and Episode Models. 
Your child can remember the position of certain cards in order to find matching pairs.

 Set of 8 Episode Pictures 
from SG68

 Set of 8 blank Episode 
Models

 Your Substitute Shapes 
from SG71

 Purple and yellow pencil 
crayons

 Small objects to draw 
around to create the small 
circles and rectangles 
needed in the Episode 
Models, or a suitable stencil

 16 large Post-it notes

15–20 minutes

THE MAGIC PORRIDGE POT – Visual-Spatial Modelling 

Creating the Episode Models:

Remind your child of the previous activities that they have done with the substitute shapes in ‘The Magic 
Porridge Pot’, and lay out their substitute shapes from the last session. Explain that they are going to create the 
‘secret code’ for ‘The Magic Porridge Pot’ themselves, like the ones they have used with the other stories 
previously. 

Model for your child how to create an Episode Model by using the relevant Substitute Shapes. Show them 
Episode Picture 1 and ask them how they could represent it using the shapes they created previously. When they 
show you, for example, the larger and the smaller purple circles, lay them next to each other. Then ask your child 
to draw that arrangement onto a blank Episode Model. Offer them objects to draw around or to use a stencil to 
keep the model clear and easy to understand. 

Continue like this until they have prepared all 8 Episode Models themselves 
(divide up the Episode Pictures if you have more than one child doing this 
session). Their finished set of Episode Models will likely look something like 
this.

They are now ready to play games with what they have created.

Can You Find The Pair? (Matching and Memory Games)

Shuffle the Episode Pictures and the Episode Models. Lay them out at random. For the first game, have your child 
match them up again, and when they find a pair, to say what is happening in that episode. 

For the second game, put a post-it note on the back of every Episode Model and Episode Picture, so that your 
child can’t see through the paper. Lay the cards out at random, face down, and play the memory game – you take 
it in turns to choose one of each type of card (one Episode Picture and one Episode Model) and see if they match.  
If they do, you win that pair of cards. If not, return them to their places and try to remember where they are for 
future turns. When all pairs have been found, the person with the most pairs of cards is the winner. 

To develop the ability to analyse a story – to use Episode Models to identify the key features of it
To develop the ability to summarise episodes
To develop abstract thinking and early literacy skills – the ability to ‘read’ (decode) Episode Models
To develop ‘deliberate memory’ skills
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Cut out each blank Episode Model separately. 
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